Easy Classical Cello & Piano Duets: Featuring Music Of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Strauss And Other Composers.
This collection features a selection of classical pieces by the world's most renowned composers: Johann Sebastian Bach, George Frideric Handel, Johannes Pachelbel, Antonio Vivaldi, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven, Richard Wagner, Johannes Brahms, Johann Strauss, Pyotr Tchaikovsky, Giuseppe Verdi, Edvard Grieg and Edward Elgar. This selection of pieces is intended for absolute beginners. While other books have an accompaniment part for teachers, in this book the accompaniment has been over simplified for beginner students. Includes: 1812 Overture A Little Night Music The Blue Danube Bridal Chorus Canon in D Dance of the Flowers Greensleeves In the Hall of the Mountain King Jesu, Joy Of Man Desiring La Donna È Mobile Land of Hope and Glory Lullaby Ode to Joy Spring - Four Seasons Water Music Disclaimer: this edition does not include an insert. The pieces are presented for duet and then, at the end of the book, the parts for the soloist instrument.
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**Customer Reviews**

my 9 year old is learning the cello and I bought this for my mom (a retired music teacher) to play with him. It’s a tad more towards intermediate (call it advanced beginner). We shelved it for later. But the arrangements are nice. I’d recommend this.

This book is nice to have for gigs. The only downsides are that the pieces are quite short and the fingerings for cello all written for almost every note (always using open strings), but this can be
ignored if need be. I am very pleased with this product and it shipped SUPER fast!!!

True to its title, this is easy. May be suitable for an older adult beginner. Arrangements are very basic themes from greatest hits. This book will be going into my piano lab in the sight reading box as it is not worthy of performance IMHO.

I'd never used this option before, but knowing that other sites allow for a one-time only print of the sheet music you have purchased, I'm assumed the industry standard here. However, this is NOT downloadable sheet music. I'm super bummed because I still need to buy music from this and need it stat. I just wish I could get my money back from the kindle download.

Great for beginners. Piano a little too easy, the cello mostly carries the melody
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